Gift Form – Library Materials Donation

Thank you for making a donation to the Kule Folklore Centre at the Faculty of Arts, University of Alberta.

________________________   __________________________
(name (please print)              phone

________________________   __________________________
(address)                     email

________________________   __________________________
city            province                postal code

I wish to remain anonymous.

☐ I would like to receive information from the Kule Folklore Centre about special events and programs.

All gifts become the property of the Kule Folklore Centre. Materials that are not needed for the collection may be transferred to the Friends of the Ukrainian Folklore Centre and may be sold for the benefit of the library of the Kule Folklore Centre in a book sale.

________________________   __________________________
signature              date

For staff use only

________________________   __________________________
received by              date

description (if donation consists of more than three titles, please attach list).
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